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3V’s of Big Data!
Back in 2001 D. Laney1 described data management challenges according to 3 
dimensions: the well-known 3V’s model which has been then used to 
characterize big data.











Other V’s have been later identified: e.g., value, veracity, …




1Laney D (2001) 3-d data management: controlling data volume, velocity and variety. META Group Research Note, 6 February
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VOLUME 

VELOCITY VARIETY 

3V of 
BIG DATA 

Multiple heterogeneous 
formats from diverse 
sources:
•  Structured
•  Semi-structured
•  Unstructured

Massive data size produced and 
stored (TB, PB, …)

Speed at which data are 
generated and need to be 
acquired and analyzed (e.g., 
real-time, near real-time)



CMIP data evolution!
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Image	courtesy	of	Dean	N.	Williams	(LLNL)	
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Data Analytics and HPC ecosystem!
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HPC (Scientific computing) ecosystem

o  High-end hardware

o  Shared-disk architecture

o  Fixed resource allocation

o  Large batch workloads

o  MPI+X -based computing paradigm

o  C/Fortran code 

(Big) Data analytics ecosystem

o  Commodity hardware

o  Shared-nothing architecture

o  Dynamic resource allocation

o  Heterogeneous workloads

o  MapReduce computing paradigm

o  High-level programming abstractions

References: 
-D. A. Reed and J. Dongarra. 2015. Exascale computing and big data. Commun. ACM 58, 7 (July 2015), 56–68.
-Jha, S., Qiu, J., Luckow, A., Mantha, P., & Fox, G. C. (2014). A tale of two data-intensive paradigms: Applications, abstractions, and 
architectures. In 2014 IEEE Int. Congress on Big Data (pp. 645-652).
-Asch, M., et al. (2018). Big data and extreme-scale computing: Pathways to convergence-toward a shaping strategy for a future software and 
data ecosystem for scientific inquiry. Int. J. High Perform. Comput. Appl., 32(4), 435-479.




Data Analytics and computing ecosystem!

Source: Daniel A. Reed and Jack Dongarra. 2015. Exascale computing and big data. Commun. ACM 58, 7 (July 2015), 56–68.
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Convergenge of data analytics and HPC in eScience!
Convergence of data-intensive analytics and HPC:

o  (Big) Data analytics ecosystem has rapidly expanded in the last 15 years, 

leading to a wide spectrum of new solutions, mainly outside the scientific and 
engineering community


o  HPC solutions have been used for several years in different scientific fields for 

scientific computing (simulations and modeling) 

o  Computational science modeling and data analytics are both crucial in 

scientific research

o  The convergence of the solutions and technology of the two ecosystems is a 

key factor for accelerating scientific discovery

                         High-Performance Data Analytics (HPDA)
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ESGF and the CMIP data archive
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1L. Cinquini, et al. (2014). The Earth System Grid Federation: An open infrastructure for access to distributed geospatial data. Future Gener. 
Comput. Syst. 36: 400-417.  



Climate analysis challenges & issues


Several key challenges and practical issues related to large-scale climate 
analysis

o  Setup of a data analysis experiment requires the download of input data (also from 
multiple models)

o  Data download is a big barrier for climate scientists

o  The complexity of the data analysis process leads to the need for end-to-end workflow 
support solutions

o  Data analysis mainly performed using client-side approaches

o  Analysing large datasets involves running tens/hundreds of analytics operators

o  Installation and update of data analysis tools and libraries needed

o  Large data volumes pose strong requirements in terms of computational and storage 
resources
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New approaches for climate analysis at scale



Dedicated data intensive facilities close to the different storage hierarchies will be 
needed to address high-performance scientific data management & analytics 


Server-side approaches will intrinsically and drastically reduce data movement 

o  download will only relate to the final results of an analysis

o  they will foster re-use as well as collaborative experiments

o  need for efforts toward highly interoperable tools/envs for data analysis


Workflow supports the definition and management of complex data-intensive 
analytics applications


Higher-level programming approaches for data analytics are required to 
effectively exploit the resources and improve productivity

o  Cultural change must be faced to encourage the adoption of novel solutions and tools
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The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) is an ambitious program that will 
offer a virtual environment with open and seamless services for storage, 
management, analysis and re-use of research data, across borders and 
scientifc disciplines by federating existing scientifc data infrastructures, 
currently dispersed across disciplines and Member States.

This programme will deliver an Open Data Science Environment that federates 
existing scientific data infrastructures to offer European science and 
technology researchers and practitioners seamless access to services for 
storage, management, analysis and re-use of research data presently restricted 
by geographic borders and scientific disciplines.

EOSC-hub is a key infrastructural project in the EOSC landscape

About EOSC: https://www.eosc-portal.eu/about/eosc 

The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
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The ENES Climate Analytics Service (ECAS)




The ENES Climate Analytics Service 
(ECAS), proposed by CMCC & DKRZ in 
EOSC-hub supports climate data analysis


It is one of the EOSC-Hub Thematic 
Services:
https://www.eosc-hub.eu/services/ENES
%20Climate%20Analytics%20Service

 
ECAS builds on top of the Ophidia big data 
analytics framework with components from 
INDIGO-DataCloud, EUDAT and EGI



The	European	Commission	launched	the	European	Open	ScienceCloud	
Ini3a3ve	to	capitalise	on	the	data	revolu3on.	EOSC	will	provide	European	

science,	industry	and	public	authori3es	with	world-class	digital	
infrastructure	that	bring	state	of	the	art	compu3ng	and	data	storage	
capacity	to	the	finger3ps	of	any	scien3sts	and	engineer	in	the	EU.	



EOSC-hub receives funding from the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 777536.	
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ECASLab: a Python environment for data analysis


ECASLab provides a user-friendly environment for scientific analysis based on:




o  The ECAS integrated service 

o  A JupyterHub instance providing a graphical environment for user’s experiments 
o  Bundled with a wide set of Python scientific modules for data manipulation, analysis and 

visualization, such as PyOphidia, NumPy, Pandas, Dask, Matplotlib, basemap, Cartopy

o  A set of ECAS usage example notebooks (https://github.com/ECAS-Lab/ecas-notebooks) 



Two major instances are hosted by:


o  CMCC https://ecaslab.cmcc.it  


o  DKRZ  https://ecaslab.dkrz.de  
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A complete environment for climate experiments
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ECASLab is a complete environment for supporting scientist in their daily research 
activities with a focus on those from the climate change domain


o  It represents a single entrypoint to analysis tools, scientific datasets (e.g., from ESGF 
data archive) and computing resources 


o  It provides the capabilities for the implementation and execution of both interactive and 

complex experiments (workflows), such as multi-model CMIP-based data analysis1



1S. Fiore, D. Elia, C. Palazzo, A. D’Anca, F. Antonio, D. N. Williams, I. Foster, G. Aloisio, “Towards an Open (Data) Science Analytics-Hub for 
Reproducible multi-model Climate Analysis at Scale”, 2018 IEEE Int. Conference on Big Data 

ECAS is also one of the compute services 
made available to climate scientists by the EU 
H2020 IS-ENES3 project
 

IS-ENES3 is a project funded by the 
European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme 
under grant agreement No 824084 
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Ophidia High-Performance Data Analytics Framework
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Ophidia (http://ophidia.cmcc.it) is a  CMCC Foundation  research project 
addressing data challenges for eScience  

It provides: 
o  a High-Performance Data Analytics (HPDA) framework for multi-dimensional scientific 

data joining HPC paradigms with scientific data analytics approaches

o  in-memory and server-side data analysis exploiting parallel computing techniques and 
database approaches

o  a multi-dimensional, array-based, storage model and partitioning schema for scientific 
data leveraging the datacube abstraction

o  end-to-end mechanisms to support complex experiments and large workflows on 
scientific datacubes, primarily in climate domain 



A paradigm shift 
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S. Fiore, A. D’Anca, C. Palazzo, I. Foster, D. N. Williams, G. Aloisio, “Ophidia: toward bigdata analytics for eScience”, ICCS2013 Conference, Procedia 
Elsevier, Barcelona, June 5-7, 2013 

Volume, variety, velocity are key challenges for big data in general and for climate 
change science in particular. Client-side, sequential and disk-based workflows are 
three limiting factors for the current scientific data analysis tools.  
 
 



Data analytics requirements and use cases 
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Requirements and needs focus on: 
Ø  Time series analysis 
Ø  Data subsetting 
Ø  Model intercomparison 
Ø  Multimodel means 
Ø  Massive data reduction 
Ø  Data transformation (through array-based primitives) 
Ø  Param. Sweep experiments (same task applied on a set of data) 
Ø  Maps generation 
Ø  Ensemble analysis 
Ø  Data analytics workflow support 
 
But also… 
Ø  Performance  
Ø  re-usability 
Ø  extensibility 



Server-side paradigm and the datacube abstraction
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User metadata 
information 

Metadata provenance 

System 
metadata of the 
datacube (size, 
distribution, etc.) 

Oph_Term: a terminal-like commands 
interpreter serving as a client for the Ophidia 
framework"
"
PyOphidia: a Python interface for datacube 
management & analytics with Ophidia"
"
Ophidia framework: declarative, parallel 
server-side processing"
"
Through oph_term/PyOphidia the user run 
(“send”) commands (“operators”) to the 
Ophidia framework to manipulate datasets 
(“datacubes”)"
  "



Some international projects exploiting Ophidia 
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!
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Ophidia architecture: overview!
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Front 
end 

Compute 
layer 

I/O 
layer 

Storage 
layer 

System  
catalog 



Ophidia architecture: storage layer!
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Distributed 
hardware resources 
to manage storage!

Data partitioned in a 
hierarchical fashion 
over the storage 
according to the 
storage model & 
partitioning schema!
!

OphidiaDB is the 
system catalog: 
maps data 
fragmentation and 
tracks metadata!



Ophidia storage model!
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o  Ophidia implements the datacube abstraction from OLAP 

o  The Ophidia storage model is a two-step based evolution of the star schema 

to support scientific data management 

o  It relies on implicit (array-based) and explicit (tuple-based) dimensions for 

specific representations of data 

o  The first step includes the support for array-based data 

o  The second step includes a key mapping related to a set of foreign keys 

o  This second step makes the Ophidia storage model and implementation 

independent of the number of dimensions! 



Multi-dimensional storage model implementation!
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Parallel I/O 

S. Fiore, D. Elia, C. Palazzo, F. Antonio, A. D’Anca, I. Foster and G. Aloisio, “Towards High Performance Data Analytics for Climate 
Change”, ISC High Performance 2019. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 11887, pp. 240-257, 2019. 



From NetCDF to datacube!
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The datacube abstraction naturally fits for scientific multi-dimensional data, 
like climate data 

Lon 

La
t 

Temperature 

241 242 243 244 

-180 -90 0 90 
90

 
30

 
-3

0 
-9

0 

341 342 343 344 
441 442 443 444 

netcdf test {!
dimensions:!
    lat = 4 ;!
    lon = 4 ;!
    time = UNLIMITED // (4 currently) ;!
variables:!
    double lon(lon) ;!
    double lat(lat) ;!
    double time(time) ;!
    float Temperature(time, lat, lon) ;!
data:!
    lon = -180, -90, 0, 90 ;!
    lat = -90, -30, 30, 90 ;!
    time = 0, 3, 6, 9 ;!
    temperature =!
        111, 112, 113, 114,!
          121, 122, 123, 124,!
          131, 132, 133, 134,!
          141, 142, 143, 144,!
        211, 212, 213, 214,!
          221, 222, 223, 224,!
          231, 232, “33, 234,!
          241, 242, 243, 244,!
        ...         !
 !

141 142 143 144 

131 132 133 134 

121 122 123 124 

111 112 113 114 



From NetCDF to Ophidia!
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NetCDF 

Ophidia 

netcdf test {!
dimensions:!
    lat = 4 ;!
    lon = 4 ;!
    time = UNLIMITED // (4 currently) ;!
variables:!
    double lon(lon) ;!
    double lat(lat) ;!
    double time(time) ;!
    float Temperature(time, lat, lon) ;!
data:!
    lon = -180, -90, 0, 90 ;!
    lat = -90, -30, 30, 90 ;!
    time = 0, 3, 6, 9 ;!
    temperature =!
        111, 112, 113, 114,!
          121, 122, 123, 124,!
          131, 132, 133, 134,!
          141, 142, 143, 144,!
        211, 212, 213, 214,!
          221, 222, 223, 224,!
          231, 232, 233, 234,!
          241, 242, 243, 244,!
        311, 312, 313, 314,!
          321, 322, 323, 324,!
          331, 332, 333, 334,!
          341, 342, 343, 344,!
        ...         !
 !



From NetCDF to Ophidia!
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NetCDF 

Ophidia 

netcdf test {!
dimensions:!
    lat = 4 ;!
    lon = 4 ;!
    time = UNLIMITED // (4 currently) ;!
variables:!
    double lon(lon) ;!
    double lat(lat) ;!
    double time(time) ;!
    float Temperature(time, lat, lon) ;!
data:!
    lon = -180, -90, 0, 90 ;!
    lat = -90, -30, 30, 90 ;!
    time = 0, 3, 6, 9 ;!
    temperature =!
        111, 112, 113, 114,!
          121, 122, 123, 124,!
          131, 132, 133, 134,!
          141, 142, 143, 144,!
        211, 212, 213, 214,!
          221, 222, 223, 224,!
          231, 232, 233, 234,!
          241, 242, 243, 244,!
        311, 312, 313, 314,!
          321, 322, 323, 324,!
          331, 332, 333, 334,!
          341, 342, 343, 344,!
        ...         !
 !



From NetCDF to Ophidia!
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NetCDF 

Ophidia 

netcdf test {!
dimensions:!
    lat = 4 ;!
    lon = 4 ;!
    time = UNLIMITED // (4 currently) ;!
variables:!
    double lon(lon) ;!
    double lat(lat) ;!
    double time(time) ;!
    float Temperature(time, lat, lon) ;!
data:!
    lon = -180, -90, 0, 90 ;!
    lat = -90, -30, 30, 90 ;!
    time = 0, 3, 6, 9 ;!
    temperature =!
        111, 112, 113, 114,!
          121, 122, 123, 124,!
          131, 132, 133, 134,!
          141, 142, 143, 144,!
        211, 212, 213, 214,!
          221, 222, 223, 224,!
          231, 232, 233, 234,!
          241, 242, 243, 244,!
        311, 312, 313, 314,!
          321, 322, 323, 324,!
          331, 332, 333, 334,!
          341, 342, 343, 344,!
        ...         !
 !



From NetCDF to Ophidia!
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NetCDF 

Ophidia 

netcdf test {!
dimensions:!
    lat = 4 ;!
    lon = 4 ;!
    time = UNLIMITED // (4 currently) ;!
variables:!
    double lon(lon) ;!
    double lat(lat) ;!
    double time(time) ;!
    float Temperature(time, lat, lon) ;!
data:!
    lon = -180, -90, 0, 90 ;!
    lat = -90, -30, 30, 90 ;!
    time = 0, 3, 6, 9 ;!
    temperature =!
        111, 112, 113, 114,!
          121, 122, 123, 124,!
          131, 132, 133, 134,!
          141, 142, 143, 144,!
        211, 212, 213, 214,!
          221, 222, 223, 224,!
          231, 232, 233, 234,!
          241, 242, 243, 244,!
        311, 312, 313, 314,!
          321, 322, 323, 324,!
          331, 332, 333, 334,!
          341, 342, 343, 344,!
        ...         !
 !



From NetCDF to Ophidia!
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NetCDF 
Ophidia 

netcdf test {!
dimensions:!
    lat = 4 ;!
    lon = 4 ;!
    time = UNLIMITED // (4 currently) ;!
variables:!
    double lon(lon) ;!
    double lat(lat) ;!
    double time(time) ;!
    float Temperature(time, lat, lon) ;!
data:!
    lon = -180, -90, 0, 90 ;!
    lat = -90, -30, 30, 90 ;!
    time = 0, 3, 6, 9 ;!
    temperature =!
        111, 112, 113, 114,!
          121, 122, 123, 124,!
          131, 132, 133, 134,!
          141, 142, 143, 144,!
        211, 212, 213, 214,!
          221, 222, 223, 224,!
          231, 232, 233, 234,!
          241, 242, 243, 244,!
        311, 312, 313, 314,!
          321, 322, 323, 324,!
          331, 332, 333, 334,!
          341, 342, 343, 344,!
        ...         !
 !

FRAG1 

FRAG2 



Data abstraction: cube space perspective !
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Manage the Ophidia file system 
CMD BEHAVIOR 

cd change directory 

mkdir create a new folder 

rm remove an empty folder or hide (logically delete) a 
container 

ls list subfolders and containers in a folder 

mv move/rename a folder or a container 

… … 

TYPE CONTENT 

Text  Plain text metadata 

image Binary string representation of an image 

video Binary string representation of a video 

audio Binary string representation of an audio 
stream 

url Text representing an URL 

Metadata associated to the datacubes 

Search & Discovery 

User metadata 
information 

Metadata provenance 

System 
metadata of the 
datacube (size, 
distribution, etc.) 

User 
perspective 
(datacube 

abstraction) 

System perspective (internal storage representation) 



Ophidia architecture: I/O & Analytics layer!
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Multiple I/O & 
analytics nodes 
execute one or more 
servers!

Servers run the  
array-based 
primitives (UDF)!

Servers can 
transparently 
interface to different 
storage back-ends !

Support for a native 
in-memory array-
based analytics & I/O 
engine!



Ophidia array-based primitives!
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Ophidia provides a wide set of array-based primitives (around 100) to perform:"
o  data summarization, sub-setting, predicates evaluation, statistical analysis, 

array concatenation, algebraic expression, regression, etc."
"

Primitives come as plugins (UDF) and are applied on a single datacube chunk 
(fragment)"
!

Primitives can be nested to get more complex functionalities"
"

New primitives can be easily integrated as additional plugins"
"

 

oph_apply operator to run any primitive on a datacube  
 
oph_apply(oph_predicate(measure,'x-298.15','>0','1','0'))!

Ophidia Primitives documentation: http://ophidia.cmcc.it/documentation/users/primitives/index.html



Array-based primitives: OPH_MATH!
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OPH_MATH_FUNCTION can be one of the 
macros in the table below 

OPH_MATH_ABS OPH_MATH_DEGREES OPH_MATH_RAND 

OPH_MATH_ACOS OPH_MATH_EXP OPH_MATH_ROUND 

OPH_MATH_ASIN OPH_MATH_FLOOR OPH_MATH_SIGN 

OPH_MATH_ATAN OPH_MATH_LN OPH_MATH_SIN 

OPH_MATH_CEIL OPH_MATH_LOG10 OPH_MATH_SQRT 

OPH_MATH_COS OPH_MATH_LOG2 OPH_MATH_TAN 

OPH_MATH_COT OPH_MATH_RADIANS … 

         oph_math("OPH_DOUBLE”, measure, OPH_MATH_FUNCTION) 

Ophidia 
typing 

SQL 
 query 

OPH_MATH_FUNCTION MACROS 

Ophidia math plugin 



Array based primitives: nesting feature 
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oph_boxplot(oph_subarray(oph_uncompress(measure), 1,18)) 

subarray(measure, 1,18) 

Single chunk or fragment (input) Single chunk or fragment (output) 



Array based primitives: oph_aggregate 
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oph_aggregate(measure,"oph_avg”) 

Vertical aggregation 

Single chunk or fragment (input) 

Single chunk or 
fragment (output) 



Ophidia architecture: framework layer!
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!
The Ophidia analytics 
framework can be 
executed with multiple 
processes/threads !

Provides the 
environment for the 
execution of parallel 
MPI/Pthread-based 
operators!

Operators manipulate 
the entire set of 
fragments associated 
to a whole datacube !



Ophidia operators!
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CLASS PROCESSING 
TYPE

OPERATOR(S) 

I/O Parallel OPH_IMPORTNC, OPH_EXPORTNC, OPH_CONCATNC, 
OPH_RANDUCUBE

Time series processing Parallel OPH_APPLY

Datacube reduction Parallel OPH_REDUCE, OPH_REDUCE2, OPH_AGGREGATE

Datacube subsetting Parallel OPH_SUBSET

Datacube combination  Parallel OPH_INTERCUBE, OPH_MERGECUBES

Datacube structure 
manipulation

Parallel OPH_SPLIT, OPH_MERGE, OPH_ROLLUP, 
OPH_DRILLDOWN, OPH_PERMUTE

Datacube/file system 
management

Sequential OPH_DELETE, OPH_FOLDER, OPH_FS 

Metadata management Sequential OPH_METADATA, OPH_CUBEIO, OPH_CUBESCHEMA

Datacube exploration Sequential OPH_EXPLORECUBE, OPH_EXPLORENC

About 50 operators for data and metadata processing 

Ophidia operators documentation: http://ophidia.cmcc.it/documentation/users/operators/index.html 



Operators commands!
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[ OPH_TERM ] >>  oph_operator  param1=val1;param2=val2;...paramN=valN;!

Ophidia Operator such as "oph_list" Sequence of arguments passed to the operator

The operator strings follow a declarative style, with common arguments shared 
among all operators and some operator-specific arguments

Special arguments:

o  "exec_mode": specifies if the command is executed in synchronous (”sync") or 

asynchronous mode (”async") which is the default;
o  "ncores": it specifies the number of parallel processes requested for the 

execution of the operator (default is 1);
o  "nthreads": it specifies the number of parallel threads per each processes 

requested for the execution of the operator (default is 1);
o  "cube": it specifies the input datacube. It is automatically added by the terminal 

exploiting the last produced cube. 



Ophidia “data” operators!
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Ophidia “data” operators!
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Ophidia “metadata” operators!
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Ophidia architecture: front-end layer!
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Multi-interface 
server front-end!

Manages user 
authN/authZ, 
sessions and 
requests!

Manages task/
workflow execution!

Remote interactions 
with a CLI, WPS 
clients and Python 
modules!



Ophidia Terminal!
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The Ophidia Terminal, a CLI bash-like client for the Ophidia framework: 
o  Executing interactive data analytics sessions; 

o  Executing batch data analytics tasks of workflows; 

o  Experiment and operators debugging;  

o  File system exploration and environment management. 

[11..4495] >> oph_list level=2;!
[Request]:!
operator=oph_list;path=;level=2;sessionid=http://127.0.0.1/ophidia/sessions/1112!
38695229505952271558621818154495/experiment;exec_mode=sync;cdd=/;!
!
[JobID]:!
http://127.0.0.1/ophidia/sessions/111238695229505952271558621818154495/experiment?2#45!
!
[Response]:!
Ophidia Filesystem: /!
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯!
+===+=====================+============================================+=============+!
| T | PATH                | DATACUBE PID                               | DESCRIPTION |!
+===+=====================+============================================+=============+!
| f | testFolder/         |                                            |             |!
|---|---------------------|--------------------------------------------|-------------|!
| c | test                | http://127.0.0.1/ophidia/2917/374976       |             |!
+===+=====================+============================================+=============+!



Three levels of parallelism!
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Datacube-level parallelism!
o  HTC paradigm"
o  At the front-end level"
o  Based on the “massive” operator 

concept"
!
Framework-level parallelism!

o  HPC paradigm"
o  MPI/Pthread"
o  At the HPDA framework level"

!
Fragment-level parallelism!

o  OpenMP based"
o  At the I/O & analytics server level"

1	

3	

2	



On-demand instantiation of an Ophidia custer 
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Target environment: HPC cluster"

Deployment of I/O & analytics servers"

o  oph_cluster 
action=deploy;nhost=64;cluster_name=new;!

o  oph_cluster 
action=undeploy;cluster_name=new;"

"

Zeus SuperComputer at CMCC: 1.2 PetaFlops, 348 nodes"

		

Multiple isolated instances can be 
deployed simultaneously by different 
teams/users
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Analytics workflows!
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C. Palazzo, A. Mariello, S. Fiore, A. D’Anca, D. Elia, D. N. Williams, G. Aloisio, “A Workflow-Enabled Big Data Analytics Software Stack for eScience”, 
HPCS 2015, pp. 545-552 

Ophidia supports the execution of complex workflows of operators. "
o  It defines a JSON representation for the workflow DAG specification"

o  Supports different constructs: dependencies; massive tasks; iterative (group of) 
tasks; parallel (group of) tasks; flow and error control!



Workflow support!
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Analytics workflows constructs!
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Ophidia workflow documentation: http://ophidia.cmcc.it/documentation/users/workflow/index.html 



Behind the scene: workflow JSON representation
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Behind the scene: workflow JSON representation
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Analytics workflows support and interfaces!
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Precipitation Trend Analysis use case implemented as an Ophidia workflow 

Multi-model experiment design
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S. Fiore, et al., “Distributed and cloud-based multi-model analytics experiments on large volumes of climate change data in the earth system grid 
federation eco-system”. In Big Data (Big Data), 2016 IEEE Int. Conference on. IEEE, 2016. pp. 2911-2918 



Precipitation Trend Analysis use case implemented as an Ophidia workflow 

Multi-model experiment design

Single	model	precipita3on	trend	analysis	
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S. Fiore, et al., “Distributed and cloud-based multi-model analytics experiments on large volumes of climate change data in the earth system grid 
federation eco-system”. In Big Data (Big Data), 2016 IEEE Int. Conference on. IEEE, 2016. pp. 2911-2918 



Precipitation Trend Analysis use case implemented as an Ophidia workflow 

Multi-model experiment design

Single	model	precipita3on	trend	analysis	

Mul3-model	
sta3s3cal	
analysis	
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S. Fiore, et al., “Distributed and cloud-based multi-model analytics experiments on large volumes of climate change data in the earth system grid 
federation eco-system”. In Big Data (Big Data), 2016 IEEE Int. Conference on. IEEE, 2016. pp. 2911-2918 



Multi-model experiment input data
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JSON implementation of the workflow	

 

Multi-model experiment implementation & execution
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JSON implementation of the workflow	

 

Multi-model experiment implementation & execution
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Python programmatic access to Ophidia
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PyOphidia is a GPLv3-licensed Python module to interact with the Ophidia 
framework.
It provides a programmatic access to Ophidia features, allowing:

o  Submission of commands to the Ophidia Server and retrieval of the results

o  Management of (remote) data objects in the form of datacubes

o  Easy exploitation from Jupyter Notebooks and integration with other Python modules



PyOphidia Repository 
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PyOphidia on Github: https://github.com/OphidiaBigData/PyOphidia 



PyOphidia Repository 
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https://pypi.org/project/PyOphidia/


pip3 install pyophidia !

https://anaconda.org/conda-forge/pyophidia

conda install -c conda-forge pyophidia!



The PyOphidia library
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PyOphidia implements two main classes: 
 

o  Client class: supports the submissions of Ophidia commands and workflows, as well 

as the management of session from Python code (similar to the Ophidia Terminal) 

o  It allows to run all the Ophidia operators, including massive tasks and workflows 

o  Cube class: provides the datacube type abstraction and the methods to manipulate, 

process and get information on cubes objects and it builds on the client class  

o  Defines a object-oriented approach allowing a handle the datacubes more 

naturally 
 

While the cube module provides a user-friendly interface, the client module allows 

a finer specification of the operators. 



Python and HPC infrastructure transparency 
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PyOphidia class hides the HPC environment complexity 



Python and HPC infrastructure transparency 
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PyOphidia class hides the HPC environment complexity 

I/O	&	Analy3cs	nodes	
undeployment	

Dynamic	I/O	&	Analy3cs	
nodes	alloca3on	

Data	par33oning	
and	distribu3on	

Framework	
operator	
parallelism	

Ophidia-notebook	data	
transla3on	and	transfer	



Summary
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✔  Joining HPC and data-intensive analytics is an enabling factor for scientific 
applications

✔  Scientific data management and analytics pose challenges requiring novel 
and efficient software solution

✔  ECAS: a solutions for server-side, parallel data analysis in the EOSC 
landscape

✔  In-depth overview of the Ophidia HPDA framework and how it addresses data 
analytics challenges for scientific analysis

§  Scalable architecture, data distribution, parallel operators and HPC-oriented 
deployment

✔  Real experiments can be modeled as (complex) workflows composed of 
hundreds of tasks 

§  Multi-model climate analysis example
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